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Lists citations to the National Health Planning Information Center's collection of health planning literature, government reports, and studies
from May 1975 to January 1980.
"This volume is concerned with the contents of children's minds (their level of cognitive development) as they are about to enter school.
Gender differences, age differences, and regional differences are also discussed"--Book. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2014 APA, all
rights reserved).
The four-volume set LNCS 11056, 110257, 11258, and 11073 constitutes the refereed proceedings of the First Chinese Conference on
Pattern Recognition and Computer Vision, PRCV 2018, held in Guangzhou, China, in November 2018. The 179 revised full papers presented
were carefully reviewed and selected from 399 submissions. The papers have been organized in the following topical sections: Part I:
Biometrics, Computer Vision Application. Part II: Deep Learning. Part III: Document Analysis, Face Recognition and Analysis, Feature
Extraction and Selection, Machine Learning. Part IV: Object Detection and Tracking, Performance Evaluation and Database, Remote
Sensing.
This probing examination of the period just before and after Hitler came to power corrects many misconceptions about German rearmament.
Drawing on previously unexploited sources, Edward Bennett unravels German military plans and shows their implications, undermining the
notion that Hitler's accession represented a radical break with Germany's past. He also lays bare the fears and rivalries that hindered the
West's response, particularly at the 1932-1933 World Disarmament Conference. Originally published in 1979. The Princeton Legacy Library
uses the latest print-on-demand technology to again make available previously out-of-print books from the distinguished backlist of Princeton
University Press. These editions preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback and
hardcover editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands
of books published by Princeton University Press since its founding in 1905.

Literature cited in AGRICOLA, Dissertations abstracts international, ERIC, ABI/INFORM, MEDLARS, NTIS, Psychological
abstracts, and Sociological abstracts. Selection focuses on education, legal aspects, career aspects, sex differences, lifestyle, and
health. Common format (bibliographical information, descriptors, and abstracts) and ERIC subject terms used throughout.
Contains order information. Subject, author indexes.
Principles & Practice in EU Sports Law provides an overview of EU Sports Law. In particular it assesses sporting bodies' claims for
legal autonomy from the 'ordinary law' of states and international organisations. Sporting bodies insist on using their expertise to
create a set of globally applicable rules which should not be deviated from irrespective of the territory on which they are applied.
The application of the lex sportiva, which refers to the conventions that define a sport's operation, is analysed, as well as how this
is used in claims for sporting autonomy. The lex sportiva may generate conflicts with a state or international institution such as the
European Union, and the motives behind sporting bodies' claims in favour of the lex sportiva's autonomy may be motivated by
concern to uphold its integrity or to preserve commercial gain. Stephen Weatherill's text underlines the tense relationship between
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lex sportiva and national and regional jurisdictions which is exemplified with specific focus on the EU. The development of EU
sports law and its controversies are detailed, reinforced by the example of relevant legal principles in the context of the practice of
sports law. The intellectual heart of the text endeavours to make a normative assessment of the strength of claims in favour of
sporting autonomy, and the comparison between different jurisdictions and sports is evident. Furthermore the enduring dilemma
facing sports lawyers running throughout the text is whether sport should be regarded as special, and in turn how (far) its special
character should be granted legal recognition.

Part of the critically acclaimed Letters of Benjamin Disraeli series. This volume contains or describes letters written by
Disraeli between 1848 and 1851.
This is an invaluable study guide and practice book for learning basic Japanese kanji. Learning Japanese Kanji Practice
Book is intended for beginning students, or experienced speakers who need to practice their written Japanese. Kanji are
an essential part of the Japanese language and together with kana (hiragana and katakana) comprise written Japanese.
This book presents the kanji characters that are most commonly used. All the kanji and related vocabulary words in this
book are those that students are expected to know for Level 5 of the Japanese Language Proficiency Test. (JLPT).
Characters that appear in the AP Japanese Language and Culture Exam are flagged. Readings, meanings, and common
compounds are presented. The correct method of writing each character is clearly indicated and practice boxes with
strokes that can be traced are provided, along with empty boxes for freehand writing practice. Lots of exercises are
included to give students the opportunity to practice writing sentences containing the Kanji. Indexes at the back allow you
to look up the characters by their readings and English meanings. This kanji book includes: Step-by-step stroke order
diagrams for each character. Special boxes with grid lines to practice writing characters. Extra printable practice grids
Words and phrases using each kanji. Romanizations (romanji) to help identify and pronounce every word.
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